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Abstract

This paper suggests a practical method, based on multi-domain BEM, to calculate the transmission loss of 3
dimensional silencers ofsubdomains comprised of different geometric and material characteristics with looped and/or
cascaded connections. We previously proposed an efficient method to compute the transmission loss for 3-dimensional
silencers using multi-domain BEM but its application is much difficult to those having looped subdomains [l]. Here,
we adopt a method summing the impedance matrices of the subdomains with various types of connection represented
by system graph. The algebraic overall condensed acoustic equations having only particle velocities on the subdomain
interface boundaries as unknowns are formulated. A splitter silencer ofcascaded, looped and symmetric connections as
a sample problem is dealt with for the explanation and verificationof the proposed method. An experimental work with
the splitter silencer is performed to back lip the suggested method.

Keywords: Transmission loss;Cascaded, Loopand symmetric connections; Multi-domain BEM(Boundary ElementMethod); Splitter
silencer, System graph

1. Introduction

Diverse types of silencers with much different
acoustic structures in the construction geometry and
materials have been being used in various engineering
and industrial equipments and environmental facili
ties [2]. Silencers of simple structure mounted already
many analytical or simple approximate solutions for
their acoustic behavioral characteristics. For high
performance silencers of complicated structure with
or without acoustic internal elements, more intricate
and/or numerical analysis and design methods have
been developed. But full FEM and BEM approaches
to the complicated silencers result in too large vari
ables to solve and produce the reliable analysis output
even within the required analysis frequency range.

Acoustic filters and transfer matrix method [3], fi-
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niteelement method [4], transfer matrix method with
BEM [5], multi-domain BEM(Boundary Element
Method [6], BEM combining the impedance matrices
for any D.VO domains in cascaded connection [7],
multi-domain structural-acoustic coupling analysis [8]
may be presented as examples. Among those methods,
transfer matrix method with BEM could be used to
calculate relatively efficiently the transmission loss or
the insertion loss of the silencer or duct systems,
compared with the others. The overall transfer matrix
of the whole system can be obtained by combining all
the transfer matrices of the subdomains [5]. But the
method has limitation in application since it is based
on the assumption of plane wave propagation in the
interface of subdomains, which is only true below the
cutoff frequency. The global BEM algebraic equation
is solved simultaneously for all of the boundary un
knowns, as well as the interface variables [6]. A direct

mixed-body BEM [9} was introduced to model muf-
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Fig. I. Subdomains of the acoustic structure.

the complex density of sound absorbent materials
were measured experimentally. The performance of
the proposed method is validated by the transmission
loss experiments.

2. Impedance matrix computation with multi
domainBEM

A body enclosed by a boundary surface can be
subdivided into several domains to yield a multi
domain problem. The boundary integral formulation
for the problem can be explained by considering a
three dimensional enclosing boundary surface with
multi-domains, 0.f , no, ..., .00i , 0.t+1 , .. ·, 0.N_1 ,

0.N as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the 0.f

and nil are connected cascadedly and 0.H , 0. j ,

Qt+l and Qj+) are looped.
For a subdomain 0.., we may write a boundary in

tegral equation as follows. The air in 0.. is treated
as compressible, inviscid and non-flowing fluid me
dium. For time-harmonic excitation, the velocity po
tential in the air satisfies the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
equation.
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where P is a collocation point, Q is any integra
tion point on the boundary S and n denotes the
coordinate normal to the surface. The function If is
the three-dimensional free-domain Green's function
If(P, Q) = exp[iIcR(P, Q)JI R(P, Q), in which R(P, Q)

is the distance between P and Q and k is the
wave number.

Similarly, for a absorbent material subdomain 0."
we formulate a boundary integral equation as follows.
The sound absorbent material is regarded as an
equivalent fluid with complex dynamic density and
complex characteristic impedance. The velocity po
tential <D in the absorbent material domain must sat
isfy the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation.

CV(P)<D(P)

= fif/(p,Q) O<D (Q) _ <D(Q) aT (P, Q) }dS(Q)
s an an

flers with perforated tubes, but produces a hyper
singular integral and too many variables in the do
mains. An impedance matrix synthesis method using
the direct mixed-body BEM [1O} was proposed to
obtain the complete impedance matrix for each sub
system separately by many different HEM runs, A
sub-structuring technique combining the impedance
matrices for composing sub-structures with cascaded
connection using the direct mixed-body BEM was
proposed [11}. The overall impedance matrix for
transmission loss prediction was adopted by connect
ing the impedance matrices of subdomains with cas
caded connection [12]. The substructure BEM was
employed to predict the transmission loss of a hybrid
silencer [13l

We previously proposed a practical means to for
mulate overall algebraic condensed equations where
only particle velocities on the subdomain interface
boundaries are unknowns, the solutions of which are
used later to compute the overall transfer matrix ele
ments ell The overall impedance matrix was assem
bled from all the impedance matrices of subdomains
with sound pressure equilibrium and particle velocity
continuity conditions at the boundaries. But it is too
much difficult for the above method to deal with the
complicated silencer with various types of connection.
Hence we investigate a new method using system
graph [14J in summing the subdomain impedance
matrices to make easily the condensed overall imped
ance matrix for the complicated structure silencers.

For a silencer with some connected subdomains,
overall acoustic linear algebraic equations condensed
only with unknown particle velocities, excluding the
pressure unknowns on the subdomain interface
boundaries, are established. The particle velocities on
the subdomain interface boundaries are used later to
compute the transfer matrixelements.

If the node and element numbers of analysis mod
els are too large, the proposed method would be too
complex to manage. If the upper and lower subdo
mains of the silencer are symmetric with respect to
longitudinal axis, the size of the impedance matrix of
subdomains is simply reduced nearly by half due to
the equality of particle velocities between symmetric
locations.

We choose a splitter silencer as a sample problem
of silencers with cascaded, loop and symmetric sub
domains for verifying the proposed method, which
considerably reduces the computational burden with
no sacrifice of the accuracy. The impedance of perfo
rated structures and the complex wave number and
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where lJI(P,Q) =exp[ikcR(P,Q)}tR(P,Q), in which
kc is the complex wave constant.

The coefficient Co(P) has the value 4Jt for P

in any domain and on any arbitrary surface can be
evaluated by the following equation.

subscripts I and 6 represent the boundary locations as
shown in Fig. 2, respectively.

Similarly, by particle velocity continuity the veloci
ties of the interface boundaries of subdomains can be
definedas follows:

By dividing the boundary surface(inc1uding the in
terfaces) of nk into a number of elements, the
boundary integral equation can be transformed into
algebraic simultaneous equations as follows: If the pressures are represented as {P2J sa

{P~}, {P2-}={P;}, {P5+}={P;} and {Ps-}={p~},
and [Z,/] and [Z.;] of the :interface boundary be
tween nin1er and nordlet are given, respectively, the
pressure differences at the interface boundaries are
written as

or

CO (P) = - f .!l.-(_l-)dS(Q)san R(P,Q)

M M
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Fig. 2. Four subdomainswith loop connection.

where superscripts i and 0 represent the inlet sub

domain and the outlet subdomain, respectively and

(14)

(15)

(12)

(13)

{p, -t- } - {P2-} '" -(Zi/ ] {uz}

{Ps+} - {Ps-} = iz, ]{us}

{P4+}- {P4-} '" (ZIl.J{U.}

{Pl+} - {PJ-} = [ZI If ]{U1}

[

{Pi } 1 r[D~'I] [D;,J [D;,5] ] [{Ul}]
{h~ = [D~.IJ [D~.2] [D,;.5] ::J (16)

{Ps;.! [Ds,J [D~,2] [DS.5 - ZoJ '5}

where superscript i represents the inlet subdomain,
and subscripts 1, 2 and 5 express the boundary loca
tions 1, 2 and 5 of 0;"1" shown in Fig. 2, respec
tively.

Similarly for 0./, n ll and o.ord/er the relations
between pressures and particle velocities at every
point on the boundaries, respectively, are written as

where i, I and 0 are subdomain indices and 2 and 5
represent the boundary locations as shown in Fig. 2,
respectively.

Similarly, the pressures in the domains 0, I and II
are represented as {P'T} = {piI } , {P•.}={p;},
{Ph} == {p;} and, {Pl-} ;E {p;l} and the pressure
differences at the interface boundaries between nIl
and n.",/cr and between 0.1 and n inler, respectively,
may be written as

Here, we formulate Eq.(5) for o.inlct' The pressures
and particle velocities at every point on the boundary
of ninfe; are shown as follows:

(5)

(6)

(7)

2 I Domain' i
I

,---;~--, 4 ~a~n II I

{p} = [D]{u}

{ul } '" -{u;}

{u6 } = {u;}

where M represents the number of collocation
points(the number of nodes on the boundary surface),
I denotes the I - th collocation point, j denotes the
j -th node on the boundary and {p} and {u}
represent sound pressure and particle velocity vector,
respectively.

Here, we rewrite Eq.(4b) as

where the impedance matrix [DJ '" [Erl[A] and
[Bt means the inverse matrix of [B].
To explain the proposing method, as shown in Fig.

2, we divide the 3-dimensional enclosed structure into

four domains, ninle!' 0.1 , 0./1 and no",leI' The
ni'ole< and nou,l<I are the inlet and outlet subdomain,
respectively. 0.1 and 0.11 represent the intermedi
ate subdomains, And subdomains n,nlcr, 0./, 0.1/

and n.u'le< are considered as loop connection.
The incoming velocities into ni"le, and outgoing

velocities from 0.0 ",1'1 can be represented as follows:
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where {Xf ={ {u2},{u,},{u.},{u;}},

{Bf = HLt,JUi'{O},-fD:.6]{U6}'-fD~J{Ul}-[D;.]{U6}} ,

and [A] becomes as follows:

Fig. 3. Splitter silencer.

(20)[A]· {X} = {B}

Eq. (16)-- Eq. (19) are assembled to formulate an
overall condensed vector equation only with particle
velocities on the domain interface boundaries as fol
lows:

[D~.z + Di.2 -ZiiJ [Di.,J [0] [D~,5J

[DJ,z] [DJ,3 +D:~3 -ZIIi] [D;:.] [0]

[OJ [D:~3] [D::4 +D~4 -ZIIO] [D~~j]

[D~,J [OJ [D~,4] [D~j+D;,;-Zo.J

3. Transmission Joss of the splitter silencer

Transmission loss is defined by the ratio of the inlet
and outlet sound powers of the interested acoustic
system. The transmission loss can be expressed as
follows [9]:

1L=20l0gmH1 17•+;: +1;,,,. +T12 /} + lOlog,o :, (21)

where z, is the characteristic impedance, S, and
S" are the cross-sectional areas of the inlet and outlet
tubes, and 1';" 1';:, 1;" and Tn are the four-pole
parameters between the inlet and outlet of the acous
tic system.

We present the procedure to determine the trans
mission loss of the splitter silencer shown in Fig. 3.
On considering the acoustic structural characteristics
of the splitter silencer, we divide the three
dimensional enclosed structure into nine subdornains,

Qinlel' QI' nil' n IIl , QIV' nv ' QYI' nV/l'
nyIIl , nLr and O,,,,'lei as shown in Fig. 4. The sub
domains O'nl" and O ••ttes are the inlet and outlet
volume, respectively. And QIl' QIII' 0Yi and
0i'll represent the splitter subdomains formed by
two perforated guide plates and the inserted absorbent
material. And QI' Qip and Q y represent the air

Fig. 4. Nine subdomains of the splitter silencer.

IAir Danain Ii Is~~Air I~ I A>: lJ<wain I
~:~D""'oln

D·Ar-
(,,)

{b)

Fig. 5. Cascaded, loop and symmetric connections of nine
subdornains,

subdomains. In Fig. 5, the numbers 1-14 express the
boundary locations of the silencer. The upper subdo
mains are symmetric to the lower subdomains with
respect to the longitudinal symmetric axis as shown in
Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 5, for examples, the subdomains
Q'nl'" Q!, Q II and Q VI is regarded of loop con-
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Table 2. Re-arranged impedance matrix elements.

(f)

(g)
Fig. 6. System graph of the splitter silencer.

nection and the subdomains 0 1" " , Q{and 0o,,'leI
the cascaded connection. In this paper, the splitter
silencer is adopted as the representative model with
symmetric, cascaded and loop connections.

Calculation process of the four-pole parameters of
the silencer is detailed in Appendix. The algebraic
overall condensed acoustic equations having only
particle velocities on the subdomain interface bounda
ries as unknowns are easily formulated by summing
tables of the impedance matrices for the nine subdo
mains having cascaded, loop and symmetric connec
tions as shown in Fig. 5. The connection structure of
the subdomains can be represented systematically by
system graph as shown in Fig. 6.

As it is presented in Appendix A.I, Table 2(a)-2(f)

Table I. Boundary velocities of the subdornains.
Table 3. Re-arranged vector elements.
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Fig, 7. The condensed matrix [A] to obtain 1;2 and 'F:.2·
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and Table 3 are summed to build the impedance ma
trix [A] and the vector {B} of the overall equation,
respectively as follows:

where {Xf =={{U2},{US},{U7},{Ul},{UI2},{Ull},{U9}} '

{Bf == HD~.J{Ul}' {OJ, {O},-[D;) J{ul},-[D~2.l4J{UI4}'

-[D~J.l,]{Ul.},{O}},and [A] is shown in Fig. 7.
The pressure vectors on the inlet boundary of

Oint" and the outlet boundary of 0"",, can be
found from Eq.(A5b) and Eq.(AIO), respectively, as

{pJ == -[D;.1Hu l } -[D:.~]{U2} -[2· D:,J){u3} (23)
{P14} == --(D;4,11 HUll} -[DI~,lZHuIZ} -[D;:) 4 ] (U14 } (24)

Using the averaged sound pressure PI and the
normal particle velocity UI at the inlet of the silencer
and the averaged sound pressure Pl. and the normal
particle velocity U l4 at the outlet, we can calculate

1;1 and TZ1 as

(30)

(31)

The four-pole parameters input into Eq.(21) yield
the transmission loss ofthe silencer.

{PI}"; -[D;,I]{Ul }-[DL2]{U2} -[2· D:,3J{ul} (28)

{PI} =: -[E~4,lJ]{UIl}-[2· E~,12]{U12}-[E~4.J4] {Pl.}(29)

Using the averaged sound pressure PI and the
normal particle velocity uJ at the inlet of the silencer
and the averaged normal particle velocity UI4and the
sound pressure PI4 on the outlet, we compute 1;2
and Tn as

4. Experiments and discussion

Fig. 9 shows the schematic diagram of experimen
tal setup for transmission loss measurements. The
transmission loss of the splitter silencer is measured
by the two-microphone method proposed by Seybert
and Ross [15]. A random-noise generator gives the
required random-noise signal, which is passed
through a power-amplifier before it is fed to a horn

(26)

(25)

(22)[A]·{X}={B}

As it is presented in AppendixA.2, Table 2(a)-2(e),
Table 2(g) and Table 3 are summed to build the im
pedance matrix and the vector of the overall equation,
respectively as follows:

where {X}'T == {{uz}, {us},{u7}, (uJ }, {Ul~},{ull } , {uo}} ,

{Err = {-[D~.I]{Ul}, {O}, (O},-[D;,I Hul } , -[E;.l.){PI4}'
-[E~I.14]{PI4}'{O}} , and [Al is shown in Fig. 8.

The pressure vectors on the inlet boundary of
O/"t" and the outlet boundary of 00,"1" can be

found from Eq.(A5b) and Eq.(AI1), respectively, as

Fig. 9, Experimental setup.

(27)[A]'· {X}' =: {B}'

Fig. 8. The condensed matrix to obtain [A] to obtain

1';2 and Tzz·
Fig. 10. Comparison of simulated and measured transmission
losses.
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driver, which creates an acoustic pressure field. The
signal picked up by each microphone(B&K type
4188) is amplified by a conditioning amplifier, and
then goes to a FIT analyzer(B&K PULSE). To col
lect and prepare the experimental transmission loss
data, two microphones are located at the inlet and
outlet of the silencer and spectral densities of signals

are measured.
The test model is a splitter silencer. The dimensions

of the silencer are shown in Fig. 3. The absorbent
material of the splitter is glass wool and the perfo
rated plates have the holes of 6mm diameter and the
porosity of 56 %. The transfer impedances of the
porous material and the perforated plates are meas
ured directly by the transfer function method [16].

The element size of the analyzed model is decided
by the consideration of the analysis range of fre
quency and program running time, The analyzed re
sult approximates reasonably the experimental one as

shown in Fig. 10. This confirmation experiment say
that the proposed analysis program can be used as a
practical means to estimate the sound transmission
loss of the three dimensional silencer with internal
perforated plates and absorbent materials.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigated a practical numerical analy
sis method to calculate the transmission loss of the
splitter silencer comprised of subdomains with looped
and cascaded connections. Based on multi-domain
BEM, each subdomain's impedance matrix is con
structed and absorbent material domains' impedance
are obtained by experiments. Here, we adopt the
method summing the impedance matrices of the sub
domains with various types of connection represented
by system graph, which gives the algebraic overall
condensed acoustic equations having only particle
velocities on the subdomain interface boundaries. The
solutions of the overall equations are used to obtain
the four pole parameters needed for computation of
transmission loss. The proposed method can be ap
plied effectively to the acoustic analysis and design of
3-dimensional silencers with complicatedly con
nected subdomains that doesn't allow other conven
tional approaches. To confirm the performance of the
proposed method, comparison work of the numeri
cally analyzed and experimental measured transmis
sion losses was carried out and it was found that the
two results coincide reasonably well.
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(A7)

(A3)

(A4)

(Al)

(ASa)

(A5h)

{Pl ... } - {P7-} == -[Z1l1V J{u7 }

{pgJ - {P9-} = -[ZIV VI HUg}

where 1,2,3 and 4 express the boundary number 1,2,
3 and 4 of 0.,,,[.r shown in fig. 5 respectively. But in
Fig. 4, as Dv and nVI are symmetric with respect
to the longitudinal axis, the impedance matrix of the
D jOl ei is simply converted by utilizing Eq.(Ala)

[ ] r
[D I ] [D' ] [? o: ] ] [i ]{PI} 1.1 I.~ - 1.3 tUI}

{pz} '" - [D~.d [D~.z](2'D~.3] {:"}

{pJ JDJ,I][DJ•z][2.DJ.3 ] { 3}

Similarly, the pressures can be defined as

{P7.} '" {p~l }, {P7J == {pf' }. {P9+ } == {p;' } and
{P9-} == {p:l}, and the pressure differences between

Q IT and Ow and between Ow and On can be
written, respectively as follows:

In this case, Eq.(5) can be written for 0.;",,, as fol
lows:

Similarly, utilizing Eq.(A Ib), the relations between
pressures and particle velocities at the boundary of

0/ are given as follows:

[

{P2} ~ [[D;."] [D~,11 ] [2· Drs] ] [fU1}] (A6)

{PH} '" - [D~I,2J(D~I.ll](~· D~I.S] {:l\}
{PJ.} [DS•2 ][DS•11 H--D5,5] {Jj

When the pressures are defined as {P5+} == {p;}

and {Ps-} == {p~I} , and the impedance matrix [ZITI] is
given, the pressure difference can be written as fol

lows:

where 2, 11 and 5 express the boundary number 2, 11
and 5 of 0/ shown in Fig. 5, respectively.

Also, the relations between pressures and particle
velocities at the boundary of n u are written as fol

lows:

where 5 and 7 express the boundary number 5 and 7
of 0.11 shown in Fig. 5, respectively. The pressures

(Ala)

(Alb)

(Alc)

{uJ=={uJ

{u4 } '" {u.}

{uI2 } == {ul3 }

By putting the first boundary condition so that the

particle velocity of the inlet of D jO' " is 1 and
the particle velocity of the outlet of Dou"'1 is 0, 1;I
and 1;1 are calculated.

In Fig. 6, the system across variables, i.e., i, 0, I,

II, N and VI, are used to express D inle" D aull,, ' 0 /,
0 11 , Ow and nvl ' respectively, for convenience.
The node variables 1-14 define the incoming and
outgoing velocities of each subdomain element. As
given in Table 1, the incoming velocities(l) and out
going velocities(l) are equal to the incoming veloci
ties(2) and outgoing velocities(2), respectively. The

incoming and outgoing velocities(2) must have iden
tical signs. Therefore the signs of the impedance rna
trix elements in the overall condensed equations be
come all positive. This property is extremely useful in
constructing the impedance matrices in the overall
equations.

By the symmetric characteristic of the splitter si
lencer the velocities of the interface boundary ought
to satisfy following relations:
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and particle velocities are unknown but acoustic im
pedance [ZI a] is measured by experiment.

And the pressures and particle velocities at the
boundary of Ow and an, respectively, are shown
as

Eq.(A5b)-Eq,(A9) and Eq,(All) are arranged into
Table 2(a)-2(e) and Table 2(g) and Table 3 are
summed to build the overall equation as Eq.(27).

Table 4. Two subdornains ofloop connection.

Similarly, utilizing Eq.(22c), the pressures and par
ticle velocities at the boundary of nourlet are written as
follows:

[
{PII}] f[DtU1] [2·D;1.12] [Dtl.14] ] [fUll}]
{PIZ} = -l[D~.Il ] [2· D~'12 J [D~.14J {~Iz}
{PI4} [DI4,11] [2·Dl4.J2] [DI4,14 ] {14}

(AIO)

The impedance matrix elements of Eq.(A5b)-(AlO)
are arranged into the elements ofTable 2(a)-2(f),

In Table 4, Table 5 and Fig. 6, it is shown that the
subdomains of the splitter silencer are organized by
two loop connections and five cascaded connections.
For example, the composition of the condensed im
pedance matrix, as shown in Table 4(a), of the loop

connection consisted of 0inlet' °/, 01/ and Ow
is the same to the condensed impedance matrix of
Eq,(20).

Table 2(a)-2(f) and Table 3 are summed to build
the overall equation as Eq,(22).

lir... 'll-u .

U-:: [..0;,1 + [.0;01 [..o;uJ
Un [.D;,: ] [.Dh;lJ +[.D;lll ]

1<, [£f'i~J [0.:

[ID Wid
[1I'""d+ [1.1;,,,1?.IF
[2·~:d

[2 . Dll.,] [0] [2 DlwJ
(Uulli

Ug
-+ l:Di'.llJ

Table 5. Five subdomains of cascaded connection.

[1J{';] 1[{U]}:
[.q'[9] {UI2}
[D;~ J {u7 }

[L¥~ } {u,,}

(AS)
(A9)

A.2 Computation ofT12 and T22

Assuming the secondary boundary condition so
that the particle velocity of the inlet of 0inl<t is I and
the sound pressure of the outlet of noutlel is 0, 'T.,2
and T22 are calculated.

The overall acoustic equation for the nine domain
system is reformulated differently from Eq.(22) as
follows.

To obtain 'T.,2 and T22 among the four-pole pa-
rameters, Eq.(AIO) is expressed as follows:

[ ]
r[EO J [2 EO ] [E" ] 1[f ]{PlI} 11,11' 11,12 11,14 lUll}

{P,:} = -I [E~.ll ][2· E;:,12] [E;:,14 J {lin}

{PI4} L[Et4.ll] [2, Et4,!Z J [Et4.!4] {U14}

(All)

(b)

(e)


